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National System of Innovation in AI
Coordination of
R&d&i
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Coordination of
r&D&I

One Research agenda
Optimisation of limited resources
Common infrastructure, data and platforms

Coordination of
local innovation

Local wealth creation
Maximisation of internal revenue
Next step: AI Industry forum?

Frames and guides ICT RDI activity in AI
towards Impact
Outcomes

Research
Institutions

Technology
Expertise
People
Research
Outputs

 Improved quality of basic education

Government

 A long and healthy life for all South
Africans

Policy
and Strategy

 All people in South Africa are and feel
safe

Service Delivery

 A skilled and capable workforce
to support an inclusive growth
path

 Decent employment through
inclusive economic growth

Services
People
Products
and services

Higher
Education

Strategy
People

Value Chain

Industry
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 An efficient, competitive and
responsive economic infrastructure
network
 Vibrant, equitable and sustainable
rural communities with food security
for all

 Sustainable human settlements and
improved quality of household life
 A responsive, accountable, effective
and efficient local government system
 Environmental assets and natural
resources that are well protected and
continually enhanced
 Create a better South Africa and
contribute to a better and safer Africa
and World
 An efficient, effective and development
oriented public service and an
empowered, fair and inclusive
citizenship

Why is this so important?
Unemployment by Skill level 2008-17

Skills in highest demand
on LinkedIn, 2016

vs

High unemployment

Source: STATS SA, 2017
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1.

Statistical analysis and data
mining

2.

Java development

3.

Network and information
security

4.

Mobile development

5.

Perl/Python/Ruby

6.

User interface design

7.

Middleware and integration
software

8.

Web architecture and
development framework

9.

Mac, Linux and Unix Systems

10.

Public policy and international
relations

High demand for and
loss of advanced skills

Import and export of ICT
goods and services

vs

High internal demand for ICT
goods and services

The digital value proposition!!

Market

•

Technologies that enable the South
African industry to develop
applications and content that are
relevant to South Africa and can be
exported to other emerging
economies,

•

Technologies that can be
transferred to local industry to
improve efficiencies in the delivery of
services, in the ICT sector, as well as
in other sectors, and

•

Technologies that disrupt entire
industries and as a result create new
markets and industries.

Entrepreneurial Development

Innovative
Disruptive
Processes

Advanced
Expertise
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Novel
Digital
Platforms

CAIR hub and spoke model
Knowledge Representation
Machine Learning
Semantic Reasoning

Cape Town
University

Machine
Learning

University of
Kwa-Zulu Natal

Ethics of AI
Statistical Modelling
AI Informatics

University of
Pretoria
(Statistics,
Philosophy,
Informatics)

Hub

(ICT RDI Roadmap
strategy agenda)
CSIR

Formal Logic
Concept Analyses

Advanced
Expertise
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Stellenbosch
University

Pattern Recognition
Deep Learning

North West
University

Linking R&D and Industry
AI
R&D

Novel
Digital
Platforms
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People
New Knowledge

(training
programme)

Prototypes

Data Science
Solutions Factory

Robust
Solutions for
Industry

Making local Industry work
Create strong, three-way Synergy
Industry participation
drives optimally
targeted skills
development

Skilled data scientists are
employed and innovate in industry

DSIDE
People

DSIDE
Partnerships

Develop
Highly
National
AI
motivated,
and
data science
skills
capable
students
build data science skills
- delivering working solutions
to real industry problems

Innovative
Disruptive
Processes
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Advanced Data
AI Stack
supports skills
development;
evolves with use

DSIDE
Platform

Companies
apply data science
systematically:
to solve real problems
and address new
opportunities
Partnership Options
Conduct a project
Train your team
Provide mentorship
Set up your Academy

Platform used
to render services;
replicated in Industry

Combined with Efficient
Entrepreneurship…
Prototypes

Swarms

Business Concepts

X
X
XX
X
X
X
XX

Many digital prototypes
are required, that
minimises risks through
use of appropriate
platforms and tools
x = 1 “business level”
thinking (route to market,
sales, etc.) required even
during technology
development

…

X

X
X

…

…

X

Business graduates
swarm around attractive
prototypes, as a selfforming group.

Start-up formed, which
combines technical
recruits with business
recruits.

In a parallel stream to
the technical and
prototype development,
they are immersed in key
business concepts –
market analysis, business
model development

Stage Gate 1
Business concept, model
and plan is presented to
prospective investors and
vetted

Market
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Start-Ups

Entrepreneurial Development

Ecosystem support
Vetted start-up is
supported over 1+ years
- with infrastructure,
technical expertise and
business mentorship - to
build a new sustainable
business
Stage Gates every 2
months to monitor
progress

Digitally enabled innovation
Capacity
development and
initial support via
mLab (CSIR & DST)

Public
Transport

New Start-up: Whereismytransport

Get real-time updates
anytime for Metrorail
in Gauteng, Western
Cape, KZN and
Eastern Cape

Mobile
based
Optimisati
on

Commuter
travel plans
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Analyses of
data on
route times
& cost

Cape Town start-up
part of Google’s
Dreamteam

Conclusion
•

Organizations in the NSI can foster standardization, reuse, collaboration, governance and
automation within and across RDI initiatives

•

Centres of excellence can leverage and extend established analytics, best practices, provide a
convergence point for analysts and subject-matter experts looking to share expertise

•

Similar programmes or excellence centres will make a significant dent in the talent gap that
hamstrings many of today’s RDI and economic initiatives.

•

Our worry + time should not be spent on where to find and how to retain execution minded
scientists. Establish systems + structures to just do it!
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Thank you

Dr Quentin Williams (qwilliams@csir.co.za)

